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We have many new changes to our company.


As many of you have seen we have a new addition to the family. Ember is the newest member. She 

is a female Shih-Tzu. Our gorgeous girl is a brindle and white Shih-tzu pup with a black mask. 

During the year 2022, we will be adding Shihpoos or widely known as " Teddy Bear pups" to our 

nursery. Teddy Bear Puppies are a mix between a Shih-Tzu and a poodle. This will be one of our 

most fluffiest pups. They will be hypoallergenic pups due to both mother and father. While we are 

waiting for Embers first litter in 2022 she will be going through the necessary test and treatments to 

be fully accepted into our breeding program.


Unfortunately it is now time for Bebe Taylor to retire. Bebe’s last litter of cockapoos will be winter 

2021. We will not be selling her but we will continue to raise her as our pet.  We are going to 

continue to make sure she remains of good health. With Bebe's retirement we will not continue to 

breed cockapoos. HPPs will now move into the range of only selling toy designer dogs. 


We are also looking into expanding our fur babies. We will be adding Maltipoos to our designer dog 

breed. Toy poodles will also be coming soon. Phantom is more likely to get a new apricot brother. 

We will also look into adding more of the popular breeds of poodle mixes. Our company is looking 

into purchasing a new merle to give customers those beautiful colors they love.



We will also be offering a shipping service for our puppies.This feature is optional to our traveling 

customers. Delivery is only available to those within 900 mile radius. If you are outside the 

appropriate distance we can work with you on meeting in a designated public area. Prices range 

from $100 - $800 depending on distance. Included in this price is a crate & health certificate. We 

also will deliver personally to new owners at certain airports within North Carolina. New owners will 

have to purchase crates if required to buy the airline approved crates for your puppy however, we 

will provide health certificate. We do require pups not to be in the cargo holding area. We will not 

drop a pup off at the airport without a companion to fly with your pup. Pups have to be at least 10 

weeks old or the appropriate weight before they can fly. If we believe your pup is not ready to fly we 

reserves the right to provide a full refund or change the time in which your pup can leave. Please 

note that a  Shih-Tzu is unable to be taken on flights due to their snouts. 


Last but not least the prices of our puppies have increased. In order to expand our business and 

provide the necessary test to our pups parents. This increase is necessary to provide great quality 

pups. It is also needed to keep up with responsible breeding standards. Yorkipoos are now $1,500 

and Shihpoos are $1,500. Cockapoos Prices ranges from solid colors $1,500, tri-color $1,800, 

merle $2,000. 


We are very excited to continue bringing our beautiful fur babies into your home. We hope that our 

changes does not cause any inconvenience and if there is any question please feel free to contact 

us @910-315-0266. 


Kind Regards,


Georgiah Russell


Owner 
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